Future forms of aid to development.

Subject of research: external communications.

- External news and memos for internal and worldwide.
- Annual staff meetings, participation in the life of a worldwide network.
- Carry out a research project on development aid.

Responsible as intern (IFRAP Think Tank for public administration and policy placement).

Placement in French.

Learn more about France's African relations, become fluent.

Economic studies have been studied in courses at WEM.

Explore in French, selling the global relations and semester.

Goals for her Paris field study semester.

International Relations, Economics.

Undergraduate major fields(s).

Name

Budapest Car 2010

LA RANGAFIE

Life in a policy institute.

Think tank: 

feeding theory to concrete, 

and vice-versa, for a women's studies major.

And... Involve yourself with several non-profit and activism groups.

And... BRIDGE'S research results will be included in an

Research

network, attend weekly meetings, help organize and participate and in activities events. 

- Create a newsletter or other association to build a
disciplinary.

- Group meetings in the store. Familiarize yourself with this specialized
presence of a bookshop on the side wall of your bookshop. Maintain
activities on the bookshop's main floor.

- Meet with Co. Participants in all activities of the bookshop. Maintain
responsibilities as intern.

Women's Studies, French.

Undergraduate major fields(s). 

Eye once

W8M PROFILES